US Elections
USE1.

Who will control the Senate in 2017?

USE2.

Should the Presidential primary season be shorter?

USE3. Should the primacy of the primaries in Iowa, New Hampshire and South Carolina be
changed for 2020?

USE4.

Do moderators of Presidential debates have a duty to correct falsehoods of participants?

USE5.

How can hyper-partisanship be reduced in American politics?

USE6.

Will Paul Ryan remain the Speaker of the House in 2017?

USE7.

Should Presidential elections be publically financed?

USE8.

Should the electoral college be abolished?

USE9.

Should the basis for participation in the Presidential Debates be changed?

USE10. Will Merrick Garland be confirmed in 2016?
USE11

Will Donald Trump’s candidacy permanently fracture the Republican party.

USE12. Should US presidential candidates be mandated to disclose their tax returns?

USE13. Should disclosure of medical records be required of all presidential candidates?
USE14. Has the press been too influential in Election 2016?
USE15. Has Gary Johnson sunk the viability of any third party being taken seriously?

US Foreign Policy
USFP1. Does the United States need to take a stronger stance against Russia for its role in
Crimea and Syria?

USFP2. Should the United States ask NATO allies to contribute more to the alliance?

USFP3. Ought the US government push for sanctions against Russia for its cyberhacking?

USFP4. What should the United States do to protect civilians in Aleppo?

USFP5. What should the United States do in response to Chinese actions in the South China
Sea?

USFP6. Does the United States have a moral obligation to increase the number of refugees from
war torn areas?
USFP7. What is the future for US-Israeli relations post Obama?
USFP8. Should foreign terror suspects detained in Guantanamo Bay Prison be given
constitutional rights?
USFP9. Should the U.S. send ground troops to the Middle East to fight ISIS?
USFP10. Should the United States do a “Brexit” to NATO?
USFP11. What should the United States do about North Korea in light of recent nuclear tests?
USFP12. Should the US continue to support Saudi Arabia’s intervention in Yemen?
USFP13. Has John Kerry been a successful Secretary of State?
USFP14. Has the Obama administration’s “reset” with Russia failed?

US ECONOMY AND BUSINESS
USEB1. Should the US raise the minimum wage to $15 nationally

USEB2. Will anti-trade policy sentiments sink the American economy?

USEB3. Should manufacturing be a national economic priority?

USEB4. Should the federal government eliminate interest on student loans?

USEB5. Should Obamacare be repealed in favor of free market principles in the healthcare
sector?

USEB6. What should be done to reform the American tax code?

USEB7. Will Wells Fargo’s new CEO be able to turn the bank around?

USEB8.

Has Janet Yellen done a good job as the “head of the fed”?

USEB9.

Is the cable industry dead in the US?

USEB10. What is the future for energy in the United States?

USEB11. What can be done to stem the increasing rate of income inequality in the US?

USEB12. Should the estate tax be abolished?

US Social and Domestic Issues
USSDI1. Should the NFL ban players from “taking a knee”?

USSDI2. What can be done to stem the school to prison pipeline?

USSDI3. Should American citizens be able to sue foreign governments?

USSDI4. Should the Supreme Court not prevented from convening without 9 justices?

USSDI5. Are school districts doing enough to reduce achievement gaps?

USSDI6. Should police departments adopt a stronger “stop-and-frisk” policy to stem crime
rates?

USSDI7. Should Congress restrict the 2nd Amendment in light of increasing gun violence?

USSDI8. What is the possibility of meaningful immigration policy in 2017?

USSDI9. Should public school systems be required to include universal preschool?

USSDI10. Should the United States remove voting restrictions on convicted felons?

USSDI11. Should airport screening procedures be changed?

USSDI12. Should all police officers be required to wear body cameras?

Foreign Economics

FE1. How should the United Kingdom counter their post-Brexit economic plunge?

FE2. Will the relaxation of economic sanctions significantly boost Cuba’s GNP?

FE3. Will anti-trade sentiment in Europe lead to reform or catastrophe?

FE4. Has Saudi Arabia been too dependent on oil for its economic strength?

FE5. How will OPEC’s production cuts affect the global economy?

FE6. Which of the BRIC nations will be able to recover from economic woes and which of them
will crack?

FE7.

Is China’s growing debt a threat to its economic stability?

FE8.

Is European austerity coming to an end?

FE9. Will the Galaxy Note 7 debacle explode Samsung?

FE10. Will the EU survive Brexit?

FE11. Will Turkey’s economy restabilize after the sum?

FE12. Will Venezuela’s oil stave off its economic woes?

Foreign International Affairs

FIA1. Is Antonio Guterres a good selection for UN Secretary General?

FIA2. Is Bangladesh’s war against terrorism going too far?

FIA3. Will Iraq survive ISIL?

FIA4. Will China’s economic slowdown hurt its presence in East Africa?

FIA5. Will the west be effective in creating a partnership to jointly fight terrorism?

FIA6. Does Philippines President Duterte pose a threat to peace in Southeast Asia?

FIA7. Will human rights issues prevent Vietnam’s economy from being competitive?

FIA8. Will any resolution between Israel and the Palestinians come soon?

FIA9.

What can be done to prevent human trafficking?

FIA10. Should the G20 be disbanded?

FIA11. Will ISIS spread and be a threat in Southeast Asia?.

FIA12. Will King Abdullah survive the Syrian refugee crisis?

Foreign Internal Politics
FIP1. How can European countries best integrate Syrian refugees into their society?

FIP2. Will Angela Merkel be ousted as a result of the refugee crisis?

FIP3. How should the Colombian government and FARC move forward?

FIP4 Has Vladimir Putin made Russia stronger or weaker?

FIP5. Has Joseph Kabila undermined the Congo’s democracy?

FIP6. Is Spain’s “non-government” a threat to its stability?

FIP7. Will Temer lead Brazil in a positive or negative direction?

FIP8. Is Nieto finished in Mexico?

FIP9. Will the United Kingdom be united no more when Britain leaves the EU?

FIP10. Will Putin’s “cowboy” foreign policy sink him at home?

FIP11. Will the passing of the king of Thailand have any impact on the military junta going
forward.

FIP12. How should Mosul be governed after its liberation from ISIS?

Health and Environmental

HE1. In light of the EpiPens hearings, does the US need to adopt strict drug pricing?

HE2. Should more nations follow France’s ban on plastic cups and plates?

HE3. Should there 5c cent charge for all plastic bags be adopted nationwide to assist in green
policy?

HE4. Would the ratification of the TPP be a setback for global climate change goals?

HE5. Should all Americans have access to free mental health coverage?

HE6. Should parents be allowed to opt out of vaccinations for their children?

HE7. Will the Paris climate accords be a success?

HE8. Should the US ban coal?

HE9. Would more government regulation help with the obesity epidemic?
HE10. Should the United States take extreme measure to prevent drugs coming over the
US-Mexican border?

HE11. Is the United States doing enough to combat the spread of Zika?

HE12. Should developing nations be held to the same climate standards as developed
economies?

